
This text is fast, and a tad impa-
tient. Not because it is unable to 
await the appearance of a fore-
seeable idea, nor does it indeed 
at all mean to formulate such an 
idea in the concrete. No, this text 
is somewhat impatient with the 
manner in which, in the few con-
texts where technology is cul-
ture-historically discussed at all, 
very fundamental shifts are being 
 ignored. Or at least excluded from 
discourse. Information technol-
ogy is printing technology. Once 
conceived, it is reproducible at 
leisure, like a newspaper. For 
this reason it grows omnipresent 
so quickly, unlike any mechani-
cal system. And for this reason, 
we notice a rhizomic net that gets 
rapidly tighter across the world, 
in which information—whatever 
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that may be—dashes as electro-
magnetic phenomena around our 
planet  at close to light-speed. A   
net that is the substrate not only 
for  instabilities, but likewise 
for new  stabilities that have in-
creasingly begun to replace old 
order systems. Whereas our for-
bears cultivated the land un-
der the rhythms of the sun, and 
along the sun’s re!ections built 
cities whose order was thought 
to be divine, today we are in-
creasingly relinquishing our fa-
miliar and secure territories and 
must learn to articulate what we   
"nd valuable.

$ %&''( )*+

,*-%-./$+0&1 A lot is being printed today, and fast. 
Newspapers, periodicals, magazines, booklets, books, folios, atlases, 
catalogues, albums, posters, pictures, photographs, maps, tickets. A lot 
is printed-on today. Paper, cardboard, synthetics, foils, fabrics, leather, 
glass, metals … Linotype, intaglio, letterpress, silk-screen, stamps, ink 
pads, exposure, o#set, Xerox, fax, laser, wax, micro"lm, lithography, 
stereolithography … all those colours, Pantone, CMYK … poems, diaries, 

novels, manuals, instructions, drawings, sketches, drafts, construc-
tions, diagrams, lists, compilations, collections, notes, choreographies.   
Even $D-printing today, lamps, shoes, prostheses, implants, chairs, 
prototypes. A lot printed, printed fast. A lot described, a lot written-
on. Very large, large, small, very small. Mini, micro, nano. Somewhat 
surprisingly perhaps : processors, memories, analogue-digital—trans-
formers, sensors, brightness detectors, talk, movement, perception, 
gestures, contact, danger ; emitters of light, sounds, images. Things are 
not only being described, they are actually being generated through 
script. Much more radically and directly than up to recently by mod-
els, layouts, drafts and constructions. Not only images have learned to 
walk ; so has our writing. Script, analytics, reason, dialectic are being 
media-ized. Our articulations become real, immediate. In accordance 
with what we value. What they express is no longer mediated through 
script con"rmable by sole re!ection. Our thinking must reinvent its 
re!ecting distance to the world.
The "rst little program one traditionally learns to write is this :

main( ) {
        printf(“hello world”);
 }

Welcome to the world of articulations in which everything gets media-
ized that before was written, demonstrated, and accounted for. Our 
particular interest is directed at the development of things, artefacts, 
constellations, and compartments in this world.

2324'(+ It is hard to imagine how thousands of years 
ago people did think. Little has been handed down. It is di%cult to 
undertake archæological excursions bypassing our linguistic-scripto-
rial way of thinking. Guided by self-referential interest in speech and 
script, &'' years ago someone hit upon ('',''' old Babylonian clay 
tablets. Strange signs. A strange script. Strange numerical signs. For 
better explanation, they are directly set up in tabular equivalence with 
our decimal system.) What else could we do, for a start ? But how can 
this be adequately done, without the nought that did not exist then ? 
Our familiar symbol zero, which was not known in Attic Greece, nor 
by the Romans, nor in the Middle Ages. I am venturing the thought 
that without a nought, there were neither “numbers” nor “calculus”. 
There were so-called tabular texts, lists with symbols for cross-at-
tribution of words and numerical words, and there were so-called 
problem-texts, lists with instructions for manipulating these symbols. 

) Otto Neugebauer, The Exact Sciences in Antiquity. )*(+ ; rpt. Dover, New York )*,*, 
chap. &. See also Howard Eves, An Introduction to the History of Mathematics. Saunders 
College Publishing, Fort Worth )**&, pp. --–-+.
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Out of the discovered !"",""" Babylonian tablets, there are just #"" 
treating mathematical problems.  The symbolics and setups were pre-
dominantly used for legal and medical instructions and treatises, over 
 mathematical ones.
Not for me the conjuring-up of myths or promotion of progressive ide-
ologies, but rather the examination of articulatory modes in various 
contexts. And there are striking similarities between such early tabu-
lar texts and tabular texts today. Information technology today is un-
imaginable without the noetic $gure of the table. Research into arti$cial 
 intelligence, so very popular around the %&'"s, distinguished between 
a knowledge base, which was roughly equivalent to the ancient tabu-
lar texts, and rules with forward chains( and back chains,# which cor-
respond roughly to problem-texts ; and then there were distinguished 
inference machines, with which it was attempted to develop automated 
problem solvers capable of moving, problem-text—as across the  tabular 
texts. One of the rules looked like this : 

if X croaks and X eats flies, then X is a frog. 

Today, linked tables in the form of relational databases have come out 
ahead. Oracle and SAP are the primary players in this market of data 
 storage and management.
So, the question now arises of how to interpret the clear similarities 
between the thought pattern of today’s information technology, and 
the ideas and scriptorial peculiarities of a period predating our logic, 
geometry and philosophy. Certainly not so simple, in terms of the his-
tory of progress. And certainly not in terms of an expression of some 
however-shaped fundamental truth. But let us take our quest for today’s 
 printing’s possible meaning to some further episodes.
Today, we are familiar with numbers, forms and scripts as means of 
expression, and like to separate the respective order and knowledge 
forms rigorously and according to disciplines. Jewish gematria or bibli-
cal number symbolism, however, point to the fact that the meanings of 
numbers, forms and words may not be viewed in such strict separation 
as those disciplines would have it. In the Middle Ages, for example, the 
word “calculate” still meant “to re-count, enumerate” and was linked, 
via its inherent notion of accounting, with story-telling, “giving an 
account”. Numbers and texts lived in close vicinity. So they still do 
in Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz’ monads, his noetic $gure surrounding 
the notion of integrals, or in the fascination attending his calculating 
machine in the %)th century. Likewise in the notions propounded in 
George Boole’s Laws of Thought in the %&th century, or then in Jacques 
Derrida’s philosophy today… and these are but a very few examples. 

( e.g. in the programming language OPS! 
# e.g. in the programming language Prolog

Numbers, forms, and words work—and this can be astonishing only 
to the engineer that I am—in di*erentiated and open concert directed 
at ordering our world.

#$% &'#$()*+ ,-. From a far-away period #,!"" years 
back, the Babylonian lists described above came down to us, with their 
symbols for things, and their instructions of how to deal with things. 
These symbols were neither signs, numbers, nor designations in the 
modern sense, nor were instructions equivalent to what today we call 
functions. Rather, their order seems to have been magically inherent 
to these things. And such magic seems to +ow in particular measure 
from the sun. The Babylonian gnomon, the Egyptian obelisk, or the 
Chinese gui biao were, through the shadow that they cast, an immedi-
ate index in the world, and referred to a cosmic order. People followed 
the traces of the shadows over the days and the rhythms of the seasons. 
They cultivated the magic orders under the sun, so as to be able to 
harvest their needs. A rural order, stabilized by means of tables and 
rules. The territory as object, security and reference. The sun as the 
ritual origin. 
Or let us take the classic Chinese mathematical work Zhou Bi Suan 
Jing (The Arithmetical Classic of the Gnomon and the Circular Paths 
of Heaven),, as formulated in various editions between %""" and ("" 
BC. In the very title, the work derives the heavenly movements and 
the arithmetic from the gnomon, the shadows, and the sun. The Py-
thagorean numbers, familiar to us Europeans, are presented here in 
an unusually strict geometric order. And again we see appearing, as 
in the tables, this disturbing parallel to our time and the beginnings of 
cybernetics.! Europeans, on the other hand, are familiar with an open, 
$gurative representation of the Pythagorean proposition. The few $g-
ures are integrated in freely formulated phonetic script, under logic 
control. The word- and number-related symbols are translated into 
phonetic characters, straight from the ritual relation with things and 
with the magic that arises from this ritual relation, as conveyed by the 
gnomon.- The words and numbers are not now in direct symbolic rela-
tion to things, they are in direct relation to speech about things. Lan-
guage gets scripturalized in its sounds, and becomes an independent 
medium for a person speaking. The order of things is no longer—as 
especially evident with the gnomon—magically inherent in things, but 
becomes a matter of skill in dealing with language. It is not the things, 

, Cf. e.g. the explanations of Carl B. Boyer, A History of Mathematics. John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., (nd edition %&&%.

! This parallel here reminds me in particular of Concrete Art, e.g. Max Bill’s graphic work.
- Michel Serres, "Gnomon : The Beginnings of Geometry in Greece", in : M. Serres (ed.) : 

A History of Scienti!c Thought. Blackwell, Cambridge, Mass. %&&!, pp. )#–%(#.
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or the speaking person, that are mythical any longer, but indeed the 
speaking about the things themselves.

$%&'%()*+, )-% (./$0% .& )-% 0/+ But how can a text 
be trusted when its authority is being detached from the familiar things 
and recognized speakers ? The sophists, with their rhetoric, developed 
rather massive suggestive talents, which became artful, powerful and 
valuable. That wrought much havoc under the sun when the sophists 
no longer directly followed the shadows of things. How was a new, 
 adequate notion of order going to be established ? The way the speak-
ing about oracles, priests, and rhapsodists, in their quality as personi!ed 
media, were replaced and scripturalized, thus replacing the regulating 
course of the shadows of things ? Reordered by Plato, operationalized by 
Aristotle, and applied and put through by Aristotle’s disciple, Alexander 
the Great, thought does not follow shadows any more, but the re"ec-
tions of sunlight. 
These are being scripturalized as theoretical geometry and logic, and 
are now ordering, instead of magic objectiveness, magic text-ness. Texts 
are re"ections about the course of shadows. Philosophy grows together 
with the striving for notions that might occupy the newly freed spaces, 
as order has now been detached from magic things. This new order was 
created within a short span of time by seafaring exiles on the periphery 
of the large territorial empires of the day. Pocket-shadows on the shift-
ing ground of water. The new order is more adaptable, faster, more prag-
matic. Stabilized through the phonetic script, the many tables condense 
into categories, into hierarchies. Script, logic, geometry originated in ur-
ban abundance and abstracted from both territorial and nomadic  order 
principles. The cities and the surrounding rural areas now  organize 
within the logically testable texts.

1$.2%()*+, *+). $%&'%()*.+0 Let us cut it short here 
and proceed briskly. With the modern age, the meaning of re"ections 
is being notably shifted. As earlier the shadows relative to re"ections, 
now geometry, logic, words, even notions, turn medial. This liquefac-
tion of traditional orders !nds new stability in numbers. Analytic ge-
ometry means projecting geometry into numerical space, making it 
calculable. Numbers acquire the now familiar meaning. They cease to 
be re"ected, scripturally ordered object-ness. Formerly, the number 
three needed three strokes, and calculating was sticking to the lined-
up beads of the abacus. Now there are, projected into the re"ections 
gained from tracing the sun’s movement, two-nesses or three-nesses. 
There is not just one order now ; there are numerous projections for 
arriving at a number. Calculation as a process gains precedence of 
interest over result, object form, geometry. Calculus means recount-
ing. Numbers are now being recounted. They are no longer objects of 

contemplation. These projections into re"ected shadows correspond, 
loosely phrased, to what today is called analytics.
Due to recountabilities, there are then—hardly imaginable today—for the 
!rst time negative numbers. How is it possible, it was previously thought, 
to eat !ve apples when there were only three ? In the Middle Ages, the re-
sulting two apples had to be positively reformulated. Now they may be re-
counted as a negative two-ness. There are secure ways now of accounting 
for zero-ness. Thus the expanses of the rational number space are opening 
up, which becomes calculable, recountable, and gives onto the real num-
ber space. Now, through integrals and di#erentials, the real, no longer the 
natural, number space is being domesticated. And texts are no longer be-
ing internalized by contemplation in monasteries but, following number 
sequences, externalized, produced, and printed by machines in cities.
These urban analytic number projections into the textuarily re"ected 
solar shadows are powerful. Interest calculus, new maps, new astro-
nomic instruments … America is being conquered because one has be-
come able and intent to follow the morning sun across the unstable 
sea.$ Tons of gold "ow back to Europe and destabilize its old territorial 
make-up. Much can be paid that had not been harvested on one’s own 
lands.% In the sunlight there is not just contemplating now, but also con-
structing in many places. Our societies’ energy is no longer harvested 
primarily from the cultivated orders of the !elds. In a recounted history 
of sediments, in the recounting of the encapsulations of solar energy 
during prehistoric eras in coal!elds, a hundred times more energy is 
being found. Forever there was charcoal, forever people knew it burns, 
but it was a poisonous substance. Hence one burned wood. And went 
through real energy crises because of forest stripping. Now charcoal can 
be re-counted di#erently, it can be washed. Thanks to analytics, con-
structible material can be found from a wider multitude of substances 
for a wider multitude of applications. The role of agricultural !elds is 
being mostly taken over by factories on coal!elds that were for a long 
time inexhaustible. On the strength of analytically projectively tapping 
energy "ows from the earth, much larger cities grow now than formerly 
from the surpluses of the surrounding, geometrically ordered territories.
 

)-% 0-34.5 1'3+%) How are we dealing with these 
riches ? Let us make another short cut and jump to two amusing episodes 
from the beginnings of cybernetics. In, somewhat ambiguous, sympathy 
with my professional colleague Buckminster Fuller, we turn our view to an 
extraordinarily radical cartographic representation of our planet. Fuller 

$ For a historical discussion in respect to design practices cf. in particular : Bernhard 
 Siegert, Passage des Digitalen. Brinkmann und Bose, Berlin &''(.

% Cf. Michel Foucault’s introduction to the analysis of wealth, in : The Order of Things, Rout-
ledge, London &''&, chapter ). (French edition : Les mots et les choses. Une archéologie des 
sciences humaines. Gallimard, Paris *+))).
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managed in !"#$ to get a particular folding of our earth patented. He pro-
jects the planet—or rather the planet’s landmass—onto the Archimedean 
solid of the cuboctahedron and positions this projection in such a fashion 
that the landmasses need folding only in two places (in central Asia and 
in Mexico). In contrast to other projects of his, a certain pragmatism is 
evident here. On the one hand, Fuller evaluates the planet according to 
content (the continents, not the oceans are in the centre of his represen-
tation—“continent” traces back to the Latin continens, for “containing, 
holding”)—and on the other he folds his map in such a manner that the 
landmasses can be “leafed through” continuously (“continent” includes 
also the notion of continuity). By thus giving precedence to the continents 
over the oceans, he achieves an exceptionally equiareal and coherent rep-
resentation of the landmasses of our earth, while the problems of this type 
of projection are being exported to the oceans (% / & of the global surface, 
after all). In addition, his colour scheme primarily indicates temperature 
zones and, thereby, territorial settlement areas. As if the above abstrac-
tion of the energy needed for settlements from territory did not exist, nor 
the experience of industrialized urban development. As if there were no 
modern means of transportation (such as his much-admired aircraft) ; as if 
there were none of the new orders, which deal perfectly well with water, 
nay even air and cosmic space. As if oceans were not of ecological interest, 
which Fuller otherwise so prominently formulated. Today it is proven—
one is tempted to say, naturally—that the oceans’ impact on climate is 
much greater than that of the familiar urban projected landscapes, and 
that they “contain” much more than the continents. We discover in these 
maps a strange fascination with the limitations of geometric idealization. 
Fuller’s map re'ects the idea that pacing out (elds and understanding 
the courses of shadows might provide su)cient safety for our global am-
bitions. This idea reminds us strangely of McLuhan’s—in today’s views 
somewhat ingenuously formulated—notion of the “global village”. A re-
birth of primary and simple shadow plays. A clinging to very old notions 
of security whose geometrically veri(able textuary representation harks 
back to times anterior to any printing  techniques, anterior to any analyt-
ics or arithmetic of  modern times.

$%&&%'(’) *+%, *- *./ (--0 Another example from 
that time. William Anders, during the !"$* Apollo * mission, travelled 
along the shadow tracks of the sun, which were analysed on earth, and 
succeeded in reaching the moon. In time for Christmas, he shoots there, 
with an optical  device, the (rst ever picture of an earthrise. A fantastic 
demonstration of the power of sunlight analysis, as well as that of the 
United States. The whole planet, rising as normally the sun every morn-
ing—a dramatically self-referential, analytical Christmas tale. Probably 
to be bettered only by a small gnomon, installed by the subsequent Apol-
lo !+ mission three years later on the moon. That installation’s message 

is clear : back to origins. The gnomon on the moon tells an ongoing, di-
rect progress story of #,,,, years, from the direct sun indices of those 
Egyptians and Babylonians ignorant of re'ections and analyses, and 
letting things themselves speak and write—all the way to Apollo on 
the moon. This tale takes the whole planet and its history into uniform 
projective control. An immediate image of the “global village”.

1-(2-+* )3)*/() These two cybernetic episodes are the 
more astonishing as in the !"th century the Renaissance order, based 
upon recountabilities, or rather arithmetics, was being re-relativized. 
As the analytical paradoxes could not otherwise be ordered any more, 
numbers now acquired two principal meanings. It was no longer possible 
to assume just one recountability. Numbers were separated into ordinals 
and cardinals. This is a translation of the familiar gnomon-based territo-
rial measurement into number spaces ; ordinal numbers play the indexing 
role of the gnomon, and cardinal numbers represent the total number 
of single elements of a set. Cardinal numbers can be used, among other 
things, for calculation just like earlier rational numbers ; ordinal num-
bers help to index the unsettling and paradoxical in(nity of real numbers 
that analytically cannot be ordered. Ordinally indexed, even in(nities 
can, just as (nite numbers, be treated as cardinal numbers. Thus, the 
old paradoxes are becoming separated and encapsulated. Or as per our 
analogy of shadows, re'ections of shadows, and projections into shad-
ows : now there is clear di-erentiation between that part of projections 
which projects into the shadow re'ections (ordinal numbers), and the 
other part whose projections bypass the shadow re'ections (cardinal 
numbers). Because the cardinal numbers “just behave as though” they 
were rational numbers—what they do reference, however, is not ordered 
by sunlight, but according to the arranged orders in the ordinals. So, in 
the !"th century the re'ections of the shadows are largely projectionally 
illuminated. The limits of analytics shine up, and in their contact with 
the trans(nite these limits themselves become projections. 
I should like to sharpen this perspective a bit further. I think it plau-
sible that, against this backdrop, the philosophic concepts of classicism 
and German idealism in the !"th century were grasping for an an-
chor in classic antiquity, in reaction to the transformation of the clas-
sic re'ections into modern projections and their power." The classic 

" I was completely taken aback when reading lately that Athens as late as !*&, was still 
a small village of just .,,,, inhabitants at the foot of the Acropolis, and that it took 
the constructions and projections of one Ludwig I of Bavaria for reinventing not just 
Munich, but (rst of all Athens as an eminent symbol of antiquity. It is not astonishing 
that it happened that way. It is astonishing how successfully the idealistic framework-
setting clearly worked ; for how else could it be that I, a fairly curious and informed 
Central European, had never got onto this simple fact ? Much rather, I had presumed 
the ongoing, continuous cultural importance of Athens, with some ups and downs of 
course, but from antiquity to our times.
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 re!ections—derived from the course of sun shadows—are now being 
conjured into some idealized framework, in order to curb the power of 
projects. For projections able to do more than re!ections by themselves. 
They can do more in an eerie way. The notions of scarce resources, 
equitable distribution, limits of growth, begin here to stabilize into   
a massive dispositive order.
With this account, I attempt to gain some distance for perceiving these 
present and global problems as symptoms of more fundamental develop-
ments that in my view can clearly be distinguished in the developments 
of mathematics. Analytics, as presented earlier, increasingly propels to 
the foreground the old paradoxes couched in representations of some 
in"nite, some nothingness, and relating to the way of dealing with prob-
abilities, possibilities and necessities. Arithmetic as an instrument, and 
the rational-number space along with it, are overtaxed with stabilizing 
these paradoxes. Modern symbolic algebra "nds new ways of dealing 
with the paradoxes, but no notional horizon for re!ecting such deal-
ing. The complex number space is born as a new and technologically 
cultivated contrivance. Thanks to it, electricity, quantum physics, in-
formation technology may thrive outside and beyond what might have 
been achievable with classic analytics and arithmetic. We are compre-
hending these developments as the beginning of the “end of intuitive 
apperception” (Ende der Anschauung), whose central culture-historical 
role we described in this text as “projection re!ected in accordance with  
the shadows of the sun”. 
Thus, since the #$th century there have existed, as a symptom of that 
development, attempts at learning a new way of stabilizing the secu-
rities gained from the sun and through the shadows’ course, so as to re-
cover surenesses from the projections-related Weltanschauungen. That 
is the cultural atmosphere which gives rise to notions such as environ-
ment, climate, life or nature, that are of such primary importance today.
At this point, let me highlight the fact that modern symbolic algebra, 
and with it the presently important technologies, such as electricity, 
nuclear physics, or information and communication technologies of 
the #$th and %&th centuries, project in a way bypassing the sun’s shad-
ows—to stick once more to our image. The shadows of the sun begin to 
sparkle, the very things begin to gleam, they shine. Our familiar re!ec-
tions are thrown back at us. The sun is now hardly helpful at giving 
orientation, a di'culty prominent in particle and wave representations 
of quantum phenomena. The result at times is related to our viewing. We 
must learn to ask what it is that we want to appear attractive to us, and 
no longer how we may apperceive what is shown to us. Next to re!ecting 
and projecting, we must learn to articulate. 
This is new, with consequences that are breathtaking, and seems to 
be comprehended only very hesitatingly—while having been with 
us for #(& years, and the new technologies having long since been 

omnipresent and commonplace. And yet it is hardly ever being talked 
about. Preferably polemized against. Too complacently do we settle 
in ordinalities and keep thinking that the corresponding cardinalities 
were rational and natural—in the sense of “ordered by the sun”. We 
very smugly made ourselves at home with a mass of machines, statis-
tics, insurances, bureaucracies, expertocracies, designs, intended for 
stabilizing, amid the projectional Weltanschauungen, the old securities 
of sun and shadow paths. In the projectively re!ected realm of shades 
of calculated “growth limits”.

$%&' ()(*'+( In this sheltered environment, tradition-
al analytics, which treats cardinalities as though they might still pass 
as natural and rational, can be practised relatively unperturbedly. The 
paradoxes of re!ections and geometrical intuition are being ignored,#& 
and sprout such blossoms as Fuller’s cardboard planet. Great technical 
success stories are being recounted on this little planet of numbers that 
perform as rational numbers. So everything would be hunky-dory if we 
were not continuously being faced with the limits and paradoxes of our 
actions. Were we just to follow, for example, the thoughts of Laplace 
or Maxwell, we would realize immediately that analytics, used every-
where, is, by de"nition, entropic. Repeated, pure, objectless re!ecting 
of light leads to ever "ner re!ections and in the end to meaningless 
white noise—so well-known from those worldwide interwrapped 
statistics, from the information glut, and the insurance and control 
systems with which bureaucratic and technocratic apparatuses strive 
to stabilize decomposing structures. In mediæval-like contemplation, 
and trust in authority, we are moving, within the analytic limits of our 
planet, endlessly and with increasing progress, and are everywhere 
observing entropy. The world has grown so narrow and threatening. 
In the end, there is just &.%% of total solar energy that may be harvested 
on the few fertile surfaces of the earth. Attempted constraining into hi-
erarchical orders under the shadows make us discover the bottlenecks. 
The media display the limits of our world in an escalatingly catastrophist 
way. We are mad at it. We are mad at ourselves. Mad at Katrina, the hur-
ricane. Al Gore sermonizes that “nothing is more terrifying than truth” 
and grabs a Nobel prize and an Oscar, all in one go, for exhortations to 
eat less meat, climb stairs, and ride bicycles. And we vow reformation, 
by analysing ourselves to death, against the One Number concealed in 
the cipher CO%. After the motto “now more of the same, only more so”.

#& One of the few contributions aiming at discussing di)erent stances towards this topic 
from a comparative angle can be found in an article by C.F. von Weizsäcker, “Geometrie 
und Physik”, in : D. Mayr, G. Süssmann (eds), Space, Time, and Mechanics. Basic Struc-
tures of a Physical Theory. D. Reidel Publishing Company, Dordrecht #$*+, pp. +$–*,.
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$%&&' (')&* In my quality as an architect and IT man, 
I !nd it hard to understand this blindness. The so very common and 
familiar electricity, and the technology that makes it possible, are not, 
in the described sense, illustrative, not explainable through re"ections, 
do not spring from this narrow, too tiny and furious, shade-bound plan-
et—and yet function brilliantly. They managed to come about because 
our projections escaped from the shadows, because things no longer 
just re"ect but begin to shimmer. And these shimmering products, such 
as electricity or telephony, are not even being rejected, at that. Quite 
the contrary, they !nd more acclaim than all the restraining attempts 
back towards the hierarchical orders under the shadows. They are ev-
eryday, and familiar, and their not being around is, after #$% years’ pres-
ence with us, simply unimaginable. 
Let us close these introductory musings with a picture from Peter 
Greenaway’s wonderful !lm The Draughtsman’s Contract. The two 
protagonists sit relaxedly in a park clearing, taking in the shadow-work 
of the sun. Admiring the natural luxury of resources and the natural 
order of things. And projecting themselves, in contemplative  imitation 
of the light-rays, as rightful bene!ciaries of these riches  under the sun.
In another picture from the same !lm, a little boy peeks at us irrever-
ently through the very same projection device in the opposite direc-
tion—straight into the sun, as it were. In this direction, and in this 
attitude, there lies, as we shall see, a way out of life’s conundrum on a 
planet that has grown narrow and furious. No longer looking ideologi-
cally, nay meekly upon the earth and the shadows, but with curiosity, 
and straight up into the sun and into the light. HELLO SUN ! 

++ &',, '- .'/0)'&

Printing means speedily and unproblematically making many 
things out of one. Generalizing, multiplying, serializing, reproducing. 
But likewise repeating, abstracting, potentiating.## Our interest will 
not necessarily go to the reproduction of simpleness, adding of one-
nesses, but rather to the emerging diversity of print products that 
originates from the concert of printed products, and depends qualita-
tive-constitutively upon the very number of instances. For a compre-
hensive view of such manifoldness, it is important to put the question 
about the quality of the quantities in which these print products to-
day are “there”. Google’s fairly simple indexing mechanism would be 
comparably insigni!cant, were it to index a mere #,%%% documents. 
Of suchlike, there are  hundreds, if not thousands, of similar potency.  
Mobile telephony would lack signi!cance if there were only #,%%% 

## For a philosophical discussion of the problems around these issues, cf. : Gilles Deleuze, 
Di!erence and Repetition. Columbia University Press, New York #&&'.

! [-+1. ##] 2. !3
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subscribers. We are to learn to think di(erently about quantities and 
qualities, hence the interest in printing techniques. For we have grown 
used to how massively the many-printed books are able to change our 
world, and we are grateful for it. And today not only books are being 
printed but, as will be shown, energy, light, heat or movement, as well. 
There is none of that re"ective writing about something any more, 
none of that merely projective designing of models of things—the 
very things themselves are being written.

2)+/0+/1 (')*, What are the shifts wrought, in the 
#$th century, by Johannes Gutenberg and his printing machine upon 
writtenness ? Script itself remained essentially unchanged. Words and 
numbers remained re"ections of the world. Writing could not but be as 
before. The !rst printing machines mechanized copying, not writing as 
such.#) Until then, reproduction, and preservation of knowledge about 
the world order, was up to monasteries. Monks were the medium of re-
production and maintenance of knowledge about the world order. Text#* 
was being contemplatively reproduced, and sometimes improved.#' 
With the advent of the printing machine, reproduction changed to an 
explicit, palpable mechanism. To a product of re"ection. So, the print-
ing machine led to the establishment of e(ective self- referentiality. Be-
cause the language of books was an expression of contemplative think-
ing. In addition, the machines of that era were expressions of that same 
thinking. Printing machines are devices for reproducing texts. Contem-
plative-thought machines reproduce written expressions of that same 
contemplative thinking. Books and tools were trained to walk, in the 
sense of functioning within this self-referentiality, and became self-
contemplating, re"ective. Texts acquire authors, tools acquire motion. 
Tools become machines.
But let us recount this idea in another way, too. An important fact 
seems to be that those printing machines in the beginning cost mark-
edly more than one person was able to earn in a lifetime. Consequently, 
large amounts of money and value had to be provided or generated on 
behalf of something as yet unknown, and moreover legally and politi-
cally risky. This meant that there had to be a large market for the still 
very costly books. The new machines originated in an environment  
of  trades-based urban production, on behalf of an urban market. 

#) Kittler’s amusing dramatizations relative to the advent of the typewriter describe 
here the !rst technical changes of new writing. Friedrich Kittler, Aufschreibesysteme 
"#$$ / "%$$. Wilhelm Fink Verlag, Munich #&+$. 

#* “Text” in the singular, not as we understand “text” today—under the unquestioned 
 assumption that there are many texts of many di(erent authors.

#' For technical reasons as well, books had to be recopied over and over again, if they were 
to last for centuries.

! [-+1. #6] 2. !6
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#$%. &
Plimton !"", a table 
text of Pythagorean 
numbers (!, #, $),  
($, %", %!) and (%&, 
&!, &$), Babylon.

#$%. "
Page of the Chinese 
Zhou Bi Suan Jing, 
%'''–"'' BC in 
strict graphical order.

#$%. !
The oldest extant 
diagram from 
Euclid’s Elements, 
vol. II, proposition $ 
(c %'' AD). It shows 
a (gure in loose 
arrangement in the 
context of phonetic 
script. In modern 
algebraic notation, 
the contents of the 
diagram are : ab +  
(a-b)" /# = (a+b)" /#

! [#$%. "'] (. !)

New content and new formats were wanted. Through printing, the city 
graduates to a catalyst for the new forms of knowledge, and takes the 
role of the monasteries. Printing is an important building-stone for 
that secularization of knowledge. Production. Quantities. Repetitions. 
 Perspectives. Wealth and richness.
Georg Flegel’s still life displays this new, vigorous independence of 
objects, which are now part of a re)ected, and no longer geometri-
cal and contemplative, order. The apples, the bread, the wine. Every 
element of the painting is fresh, and characteristic in colour, tex-
ture and bodiliness. Individual, spatially detailed and energetically 
charged, in precisely observed light refractions. New urban energies 
from the quantitative surpluses of the orders of the surrounding (elds, 
now  domesticized by re)ection. That is the nature of Gutenberg’s  
printing machines.

(*$+,$+% $--./,*0,$12+2//2/ What happened in the 
%*th century to these newfangled re)ective energies, and things pro-
duced in unknown quantities ? They grew so diverse and so omnipresent 
that they are now themselves being domesticized, like the (elds were in 
their contemplative orders under the sun. Not things, but qualities are 
now being re-counted and produced. Coal is being washed, and large 
quantities of produced energies are available. Many cities, larger than be-
fore, now spring up on coal(elds, and no more amidst some territory. The 
territory converts into planned, multiform landscapes. Rural agricultural 
activities are carried over into the manifold planned factories. Contem-
plative copying, and amending of that one text, turns into those countless 
projected texts. Dramas, novels, adventure stories, thrillers, travelogues, 
diaries, encyclopædias. Universities are being created, evolution, his-
tory, republics, pedagogy, psychoanalysis, electricity… Objects’ re)ective 
energy turns into projective energies )owing through substances. Not 
the moving objects but the )ows of energy are now being domesticized. 
Quite some pressure builds up around physics and philosophy from this 
metaphysical onslaught of enérgeia that many suspect inside the form of 
electricity. But then the subject is briskly changed to dynamis, more eas-
ily comprehensible since it is more directly in keeping with the familiar 
projected course of shadows. For stabilizing its manifold energy )ows, the 
%*th century reaches to its origins for an anchor. Re)ects itself. Re)ects 
the sun following the familiar re)exive paths. Turns into projection. Re-
)ectively illuminates the sun’s shadows, rendering them apperceptible 
not by intuition but by projection. In such self-referentialities, old orders 
may be cultivated without any need of stepping out of them. Projection of 
the sun into sun’s re)ections.  Otherwise, all order would have been lost.
And printing has grown di+erent and more varied. No longer is there the 
mere imprinting of words in logically arranged characters onto paper. 
There is variety of materials and processes. 

! [#$%. 34] (. 5)
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$%&. '
Johannes S. Sister-
manns : “inter vue” 
for violoncello, CD, 
piezo membrane 
and sound editing 
(!""# / $).

$%&. (
Paper as each print-
able page’s own 
printing machine, 
with newsprint-like 
contrast, without 
energy consumption.

$%&. ) 
Photodiode for 
measuring colour 
temperature, with 
curve of sensor 
characteristic for 
translating light 
colour into electric 
tension.

$%&. #
An Icelandic %sher-
man in a small village 
of &"" inhabitants, 
which owns and can 
harvest ".'% of the 
worlds %sh reserve. 
An incredible wealth 
per person. Yet, as 
Andri Snær Magna-
son points out in his 
book Dreamland – a 
Self-Help Manual for 
a Frightened Nation 
(!""(), these people 
believe themselves to 
be poor, because “all 
they've got” is %sh. 

$%&. *
Doped silicon gener-
ates electric current 
from the solar 
energy stream. 

$%&. "
Doped organic ma-
terial gives o) light 
when under power. 
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$%&. '#
Irrigation of a modern 
strawberry !eld as 
an invisible, analytic 
projection into the 
classic order of the 
sun’s path ; to me, this 
is a metaphor for the 
notion of nature, as it 
is being applied today.

$%&. '(
Natural and culturly 
energy harvest in 
Willamette Valley, 
Oregon USA.

$%&. ')
Image of a vegetable 
garden perspectively 
distorted into a so-
called micro-planet, 
"##$.

$%&. ''
Peter Greenaway’s 
The Draughtsman’s 
Contract, %&$".

$%&. '*
Mirror !eld of the 
Helvetia build-
ing, Herzog & de 
Meuron, %&$&, photo 
Stefan Tuchila.

$%&. '!
Traditional agri-
culture, e.g. in Dali, 
China, cultivation of 
the orders re'ected 
by of the course of 
the sun, for obtain-
ing energies.

$%&. '+
Peter Greenaway’s 
The Draughtsman’s 
Contract, !"#$.
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$%&. '(
Microscopic image 
of a printed mirror 
!eld, Texas Instru-
ments, "##$.

$%&. )'
Enlarged screen-
shot of letters, 
Times typeface, 
anti-aliased.

$%&. '#
Lead type.

$%&. ))
Microscopic picture 
of a gramophone 
record.

$%&. )!
Electron-microscope 
photograph of 
inkjet-printer ink 
droplets on paper.

$%&. '"
Microscopic image of 
two-colour globules 
of electronic paper.

$%&. )*
Microscopic picture 
of a gramophone 
record.

$%&. )+
Patent application 
for Buckminster 
Fuller’s Dymaxion 
Map, %&'(.
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$%&. '#
The sun projected 
into the sun, ATLAS 
cavern with magnets 
for particle accelera-
tion, CERN, !!."##$.

$%&. '(
Array of light-
emitting diodes of a 
transparent media 
façade, ag%, "##%.

$%&. ''
Piezo crystal as elec-
tric Unit of Time.

$%&. ()
Print head of an 
inkjet printer with a 
matrix of tiny colour 
pumps made of 
piezo crystals.

$%&. (*
Picture of a mirror 
&eld for mobile 
projectors the size of 
mobile telephones, 
Texas Instruments, 
"##'.

$%&. '"
Production of doped 
thin-&lm photovol-
taic cells.

$%&. (+
Stepper motor and 
wiring diagram.

$%&. (,
Experimental ion 
accelerator, used, 
e.g. for bombarding 
silicon crystals with 
phosphorus atoms.

$%&. (-
Assembly of a wall 
by a robot, Gramazio 
& Kohler, "##'.
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$%&. "'
Printed panes 
on the Brussels 
Market Square hide 
construction sites 
on historic buildings, 
December !""#.

$%&. "(
Shadows cast by 
the pyramids of 
Gizeh, Google Earth. 
Tracing of the sun’s 
shadows is univer-
sally and at all times 
identically perform-
able ; after Michel 
Serres’ illustration 
regarding the origins 
of geometry.

$%&. ")
A $%th-century 
factory is no longer 
cultivating orders, 
but the energies of 
the collieries.

$%&. "!
Aura, design by Zaha 
Hadid, !""&.

$%&. "*
A numerically 
controlled milling 
spindle working on 
a wooden board. The 
arithmetical, simu-
lated kinematics of 
the Bézier curve are 
an example of cur-
rent, non-Euclidean 
architecture. Frank 
Gehry, Düsseldorf 
$%%#–$%%%.

$%&. "+
Life in secure ordi-
nariness, Greater 
Kobe, !""&.
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#$%. !!
American gnomon 
on the moon, Apollo 
!", !#"!, as stereo-
scopic image.

#$%. !"
Hurricane Katrina, 
$%%&

#$%. !&
Light façades in 
Tokyo.

#$%. !'
Networked photo-
voltaic and light-
emitting cells form a 
culturly rhizome.

#$%. !(
Close-up of a 'at-
screen monitor.

#$%. !)
Processing chamber 
of an ion accelerator. 
An ion beam hits 
material to be doped.

#$%. !*
The (rst picture 
of an earthrise, by 
William Anders, 
Christmas !#)*.

#$%. !+
Map of the Inter-
net—the shining 
planet.
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$%&. '(
Single-chip mobile 
phone, In!neon 
"##$.

$%&. ''
Diagram of boron 
(red) and phospho-
rus (green) doped 
silicon (black), of a 
photovoltaic cell.

$%&. ')
Microphotograph 
of an inkjet print ; 
rendering converts 
the discontinuous 
colour dots into 
familiar, continuous 
appearances.

$%&. '!
The result of code for 
transporting sym-
bolic points from A 
to B, here as applied 
to image transfer.

$%&. '*
Electronic setup for 
driving a matrix, 
such as a monitor-
screen of light-emit-
ting diodes, or, in 
comparable fashion, 
e-paper.

$%&. !+
Print mask of the 
!rst processor 
designed as an 
integrated circuit, 
Intel %&'%.

$%&. !,
Functional diagram 
of a single-slope 
converter.

$%&. '-
Column-parallel 
dural-slope inte-
grating ADC. 
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$%&. '(
Still life with 
apples, Georg Flegel 
(!"##–!#$%).

$%&. ')
Apples today— 
rendered into a 
logistic assortment.

$%&. '#
Still life, Vincent van 
Gogh, Amsterdam 
!%%".

In self-re&ective, projected, seemingly intuitive visuality. Such as the 
gramophone record. What had still been implicitly embodied by characters, 
between script and speech, becomes now, analytically, explicitly linkable. 
Sound waves are being analysed as movement, which is then graphically 
recorded, so that—later perhaps—such form may be reanalysed as move-
ment and retranslated into sound. A direct, intuitive way. Directly printed 
analytical geometry. Dominance of numbers and arithmetics over notions. 
Reduction, to mechanical-acoustic transmission, of the spoken word.  
This seems meagre, or so goes a frequent complaint, compared with the 
implications of printed, phonetic script. But there will be, as these implica-
tions are being further analysed, or so this time promises, additional intui-
tive, illustrative ways of reproduction. There is no re&ection under the sun 
unsuited for projection. Philosophy and physics, notions and objects lose 
ground, fade under the stream of projective energies. Chemistry  appears 
with its pragmatic and  exceedingly  successful symbolizations.
Much and new stu' can now be printed and reproduced thanks to new 
motors that might now be called apparatus,!" and are no longer, similarly 
to machines, being set in motion, but are in motion. For the (rst time, 
every language of the world may be archived and copied without the 
use of script. Even vocal sound. For the (rst time, sounds and music of 
any instrument may be archived and reproduced independently of skill. 
Colours of sounds, pronunciations, noises are being discovered…
These skills, reductions and potentials happen in parallel to a shift of 
the notion of language. Saussure’s semiology, among others, establishes 
a new paradigm for semiotics. We think and print whatever we can under 
the sun. Now constructions, becoming, productions, genealogies, popu-
lations, livenesses in van Gogh’s still life. What changes in our image of 
ourselves and our things in the world, what changes to still our stabilities 
and orders compared to the times of Georg Flegel’s still life ! New urban 
attractions from the quantitative a)uence of the world’s projectively 
domesticized energies. That’s the stu' the new printing products such 
as gramophone records, photographs, (lms, comics,  novels… are made of.

*+%,-%,& .--+./-%0,1 And today ? Today we are busy 
learning how to cultivate the innumerable projections. Another self-
referentiality. We project projectivity. On our data carriers, we bundle 
single projections : * ! * * ! ! * * !… without the least familiar aspect or 
intuitivity. Irrelevant, the look of what is printed. No more print image, no 
more model. We have left the protection of re&ective shadows. The very 
paradoxes around self-referentiality that one tried to avoid by trying so 
painstakingly to focus the projections into the re&ected shadow—they 

!" Here, we keep following Michel Serres’ thoughts from his text “Vorüberlegungen zu 
einer Theorie allgemeiner Systeme”, in : Hermes IV, Verteilung. Berlin, Merve !++$, 
pp. ,$–+!. Cf. also Vera Bühlmann in this volume, p. !!$'.

! [$%&. '#] *. !#
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order to !nd a di"erent frame for it. Otherwise, the arguments would 
unavoidably get side-tracked into the dead-end street of that medi-
ally hyperventilating global-crisis hubbub. So we used abstractions as  
a possible way out of that conundrum.

$%& '()*%(*+ *(,+ How, therefore, are we to achieve sta-
bility in the paradoxical environment outside of the sun’s shadows ? It ap-
pears paradoxical because of its constitutive self-re#exiveness. In follow-
ing the proposed language game, contemplations about re#ections become 
self-contemplated in the paradox milieu, re#ections about projections self-
re#ected, and projections regarding attraction, in turn, self-projected. We 
shall link these movements to the di"erent mathematical number spaces. 
We know natural numbers, which we will link to what we call re#ection ; 
rational numbers to what we call projection ; and complex numbers to what 
we call attraction. Put di"erently, we know the “one text”, which will cor-
respond to re#ection ; we know “every text”, corresponding to projection ; 
and “any text”, corresponding to what we call attraction. And di"erently 
again, printing with type belongs to re#ection, with lines to projection, 
and—as we shall be  explicating—with points to attraction.
The dissolving process of self-referential contemplation, re#ection 
and projection we shall call “deterritorialization”. The movement in-
verse to these dissolving processes, will be called “reterritorialization”. 
Through this alternating movement, the geometric and logic, or better 
yet, epistemic, contemplation order is being self-referentially encap-
sulated, and these capsules mutate to elements in the construction of 
new geometric and logic orders. They will be called analytic, or better 
diastemic, order. With the same movement, the analytic order is  being 
self-referentially and projectively sheaved, and these sheaves turn 
into articulation elements of new analytic orders. Those, we shall call 
choreostemic orders. The diastemic order cultivates the di" er ences of 
encapsulated epistemic orders, the choreostemic order cultivates the 
di"erentials of sheaved diastemic orders.$%

-+.+&&/.$&/('/0(./$) To begin with, let us turn to the 
deterritorialization movement. How is it being technically articulated 
today ? On the one hand, we shall examine how the familiar machines of 
the epistemic order are self-re#ectively being encapsulated into motors. 
Then, we shall investigate how the thus formed, still familiar apparatus 
of the diastemic order is being self-re#ectively sheaved to form sundry 
applications. Of these distributed and newly bundled motors, we shall    
speak as of applications of the choreostemic order.

$% With this language game, we are pursuing the notion of a generational history of general 
systems and their technical explications, as proposed and more extensively discussed 
by Vera Bühlmann in this volume, p. $$&".

! [1/*. !2] 3. 45

now become constitutive.$' ( $ ( ( $ $ ( ( $… may mean anything. Pure dis-
continuity, and pure ubiquity. Everything we thought and comprehended 
analytically, and everything we are yet going to think and comprehend 
analytically—vaporized and ubiquitous. Without knowing what and how 
to ask, there is nothing there. Attractive questions open up much wider 
!elds than might analytic ones, beneath the sun’s shadows. The sheav-
ing$) into attractions. Omnipresence of the so far projected turns into the 
breeding ground for today’s acculturating domestication. We must learn 
to see what we want to see. Then things begin shimmering fantastically.
Putting it more mundanely : the tremendous proliferation of print-works 
and availabilities. Nowadays, more is being printed in one year than hu-
mankind ever pronounced. Text, speech, music, sounds, images, !lms, 
manuals, programmes. Of main interest today is the way of writing to 
data, and the reading from data. Perhaps. If only such reading and writing 
were not in turn itself printed. Not just words, or subsequently measured 
brightnesses, colour values, or contrasts are being printed. Now—as I 
shall later describe in more technical detail—even light, heat, move-
ment, energies, or logics are being printed. The potentialities of analyt-
ics, cultivation of energies, encapsulated in every single bit. Paradoxes 
stay within the discontinuities. There is no re#exively derivable context 
any more. Darkness, except for the energetic gleaming of the networked 
bit. We move in the movements of others. These movements now make 
the planet shine. The paradoxes of analytics and of sunlight re#ections, 
so carefully sidetracked by Hegel, Cantor, Hilbert or Saussure. They now 
turn constitutive. Projections are now undomesticatable within the con-
!nes of the shadows. The next ( or $ is no longer a matter of re#ection, 
of probing the sunlight for right or wrong, but an uncertain project in 
abundance of potentials, a dance with analytic paradoxes, with the shim-
mering light e"ects we do not know whether to trust. Diversities along 
the rational re#ection space of the sun. A new enlightenment about en-
lightenment. About which Peirce’s algebraic semiotics has more to say 
then Saussure’s semiology. We think and print, what we will-must with 
the sun. The apples in the supermarket are now individual particularities 
of some logistics, from universal availability. Renderings.

/// /) .6+ 3(&(-$7 ,/'/+%

Why put it so convolutedly, while simpler was on ? many will 
ask. But what now follows comes so close to the stereotype of the usu-
al technical success story, that considerable care had to be put up in 

$' D.R. Hofstadter gives an introduction to the breadth of the topic in : Gödel, Escher, 
Bach : An Eternal Golden Braid. The Harvester Press, Brighton $*)*. 

$) Prompted by the mathematical notion of “sheaves” in the context of Grothendieck’s 
algebraic geometry.

! [1/*. 88] 3. 9:
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fact that, unlike in the steam apparatus, energy generation is not part 
of the apparatus itself, or part of some dedicated apparatus, but takes 
place in whatever fashion, anywhere. Due to this procedural ease 
vis-à-vis electric “apparaticity”, electric cameras, writing apparatus, 
engines, washing machines etc. are so much smaller, faster, more ac-
curate, and more e!cient than purely mechanic apparatus.
In a further step towards choreostemics, the apparatus-like is being 
sheaved from its distribution. An electrical curve, or mechanical in-
terplay, driving, equilibrating. To this end, a so-called analogue-digital 
converter transforms an element of the diastemic order into so-called 
bits. The analogue-digital converter may, just like sensors, be printed 
or, better, photographically exposed, as an integrated circuit (a pat-
tern of layered, and di"erently doped semiconductors).
It too is available for just a few cents in unlimited quantities. Let us 
have a look at the functional diagram of a so-called single-slope con-
verter. It follows from this that an analogue-digital converter func-
tions as follows : a sensor is connected between electric mass and pole 
#. A tension U# is generated. It corresponds, via the sensor’s character-
istic curve, to the measured physical quantity (temperature, pressure, 
brightness, chromaticity, CO$ etc.). U# sensor output be at %.$ V. A 
second tension U$ is being produced via a so-called ramp generator 
(G#). #& times per second it is to go up to ' V, and back down to & V. The 
electronic circuit K# acts as comparator between the two tensions. If 
the tension of the generator (U$) is inferior to that of the sensor (Ue), 
K# supplies ' V, is it superior, K# supplies & V. Our next functional el-
ement is a so-called square-wave generator (G$) whose tension alter-
nates #,&&& times per second between & V and ' V. The circuit element 
K$ will let the U$ square-waves pass at the precise instant when K# 
supplies a ' V  tension. In our case, this means () square-waves. They 
are being counted by the counter Z, which supplies, on request, the 
binary-coded number &#&&&&&&, which corresponds to ().
How now to interpret this process ? We not only did, as with the elec-
tric current and the electric sensors, make energy, and the physical 
quan tities, generally available, but indeed the interplay of these quan-
tities, i.e. the energy *ow. Hereby, apparatusness is being made avail-
able in generalized form. Because every bit is an apparatus all its own 
that is being put into whatever kind of relation to other bits. Through 
simple symbolic algebraic recombination of bits, any apparatus and 
any machine may now be articulated and construed. Processors, in 
turn printable patterns of semi-conductors, assume this job techni-
cally (more about this later). This is why the computer is often re-
ferred to as a universal machine. Putting it succinctly, one might say 
that, through electric  current, energy, as mentioned above, may come 
anyhow and from anywhere, and that through IT anything may now 
be done with it.

! [$%&. '(] ). '*

! [$%&. !+] ). '*

So to the +rst aspect. A physical quantity, i.e. in our language game 
an element of the epistemic order, is translated into an electric quan-
tity by a so-called sensor. There are hundreds if not thousands of 
di"erent sensors, corresponding to various physical quantities, such 
as pressures, weights, speeds, intensities, frequencies etc. We dis-
tinguish between measuring range and measuring accuracy. Sensors 
are predicated upon unambiguous representability, formability, dif-
ferentiability, continuity of physical measurement and its represen-
tation, projection, deformation etc. This notion of representability 
puts proportionalities of the epistemic order into a di"erence, or, 
put di"erently, cultivates, as  diastemic order, the di"erences of the 
 epistemic order.
The illustration shows a photodiode,#, which is sensitive to light col-
our. Today, such diodes are printed in large series and cost just a few 
pennies. In digital cameras, several millions of them are arrayed into 
whole +elds. These are a speci+c kind of so-called semiconductors, 
which convert light colour into electric conductivity. Its character-
istic curve shows how electrical conductivity and light colour relate 
to each other, i.e. there is an arithmetic mathematical transformation 
of inferring light colour from electrical conductivity. In this case, the 
calculable assignment of the wavelength between %'& and #,&&& nm 
is unambiguous. It might be claimed that today all physical quantities 
can, through sensors, be  represented in electric curves, i.e. converted.
The notion of continuous transformability is used to conceptualize 
not only the elements of an apparatus, but their interplay as well, i.e. 
the apparatus’ construction. Machines move within the physical or-
der, whereas apparatus measure and control physical quantities. The 
di"erence is like that between a water mill, which we shall call a ma-
chine, and the steam engine, which in fact ought to be called a steam 
apparatus. This exempli+es the di"erence between technical re*ec-
tion and technical projection in our language game.
But the electric machines predominant today are not so simply de-
scribed. Since electric current may originate solely in the choreostemic 
order of in-symbolic procedures,$& electric apparatus are constructs 
within a particularly e!cient articulation of the apparatus category : 
they are constructs of electric articulation. This may be seen from the 

#, What is a semiconductor, and how is it so easily printable ? The discovery that elec-
trical conductivity of materials is not constant along the axes of time and tension, 
and that this e"ect is technically exploitable, goes back to Ferdinand Braun (#-.)). 
Through inclusion of foreign atoms in a semiconductor—a technical procedure called 
 “doping”—the conductive sensitivity of the semiconductor may be calibrated.

$& For a careful overiew of the backgrounds within +eld theory, electromagnetism, and 
the corresponding philosophical challenges in conceiving of this orderability within the 
symbolic, cf. : Erich Hörl, Die Heiligen Kanäle. Über die archaische Illusion der Kommu-
nikation. Diaphanes, Zurich-Berlin $&&', especially the chapters “Die undarstellbare 
Kommunikation”, pp. ,%–#&-, and “Strukturalismus und Feldtheorie”, pp. #&-–##$.

! [$%&. (] ). #!

! [$%&. ',] ). '*
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available data stock of all humankind. To put it plainly : while in !""! 
humankind possessed ! exabytes of explicit data (i.e. all libraries com-
bined, all newspapers, all music recordings, all videos at all levels), that 
number had gone, by !""#, to an impressive !$" exabytes. Besides that, 
in the single year of !""#, more data were generated than all of human-
kind had ever pronounced (%" exabytes).!& This gigantic mass of data is 
indexed by Google. That index supplies, within a fraction of a second, 
to every point in the world, a list of documents sorted to any combina-
tion of search items. Keeping in mind this achievement of Google’s, one 
realizes that the—in many ways not always unjusti'ed—complaints 
about the quality of search results are nevertheless o( the mark. When 
we imagine that the indexing algorithms recursively become them-
selves part of any interrogation and search, we may get an idea of the 
scope of the substrate on which we are able to evolve intellectually, 
quite di(erently from today’s analytical world. Yet now, in IT and its 
applications, there emerges externalization of the intellect.
But let us now turn to the going technical articulation of reterrito-
rialization. We start with the sequence ) " " ) ) " ) ", whyever and 
wherever generated. One of the above-mentioned processors picks 
it up. Processors are complete Turing machines, and therefore ca-
pable of manipulating the sequence in any imaginable logic, i.e. they 
are capable of construing any logic apparatus. Generally the appara-
tus of the processors are built (or, actually, the processors are coded) 
so as to be able to send as well as receive. The receiving part we de-
scribed above. On emitting, a bit sequence goes to an analogue- digital 
converter,!* which results in the switching-on of certain properties 
on speci'c electric contacts of a semiconductor, or a piece of elec-
tronics. The processor, with its electrical inputs and outputs, and an 
actualized logic, has now become an electrical apparatus. So-called 
actuators are then connected to the outputs. The description is sym-
metric to the above-mentioned sensors, and may therefore be brief. 
Optic, acoustic, thermic, kinetic, or comparable actuators convert 
electric quantities into physical e(ects. These e(ects now are no 

!& This calculation is based on a suggestive train of thought : supposing a person speaks so 
and so many hours a day, and there ever lived till today, according to today’s knowledge, 
so and so many people, and the daily spoken output were digitized and multiplied by 
the total living days of the total-ever world population, the outcome would be the said 
%" exabytes.

!* DA converters, however, are rarely used, as the skill in electronics consists in keep-
ing bit sequences recognizable so as not to lose them in the entropic analogue noise 
of energetic movements. Bit sequences may quite easily be intentionally smoothed 
by so-called capacitive or inductive loads. Something similar happens when electri-
cal devices convert electric pulses to di(erent phenomena. Their mass is su+cient for 
smoothing impulses, e.g.,of thermic or kinetic phenomena. The senses of living beings, 
too, “smoothen” pulsed physical phenomena. Light-emitting diodes, for example, are 
actuated at high frequencies, beyond our cognitive range. In order to reduce brightness, 
pulsing frequency is simply being reduced. 

This thinking goes clearly beyond the apparatus-like idea of constant 
convertibility, and of the diastemic order. Apparatus conform to phys-
ical conditionalities, measure and control physical quantities, are pro-
jections towards the territorial, geometric and logic world. The new 
motors, the applications, on the other hand breed and run apparatus. 
They follow the idea of enormous availability!) and combinableness.!! 
From energetic and logistic wealth, they articulate apparatus, with 
speci'c scarcities and conditionalities.
That’s IT potentiality over mechanics. Let us take a blood-pressure 
meter. As an instrument, it displays my blood pressure in mmHg and 
compares it to statistic mean values. As an application, it displays 
the di(erences against previous measurements, against other body 
parameters, or against measurements of millions of other people and 
their individual health pro'les, and provides indications as to good 
or bad experiences of others in similar conditions. On the basis of 
such applications, marketable and di(erentiable new value systems 
may be developed, e.g. new health insurance models. As an articula-
tion issued from logistic wealth. Today, articulations are more pow-
erful than constructions, as may be seen by the way in which com-
puters pushed typewriters o( into some niches ; as did laser printers 
to o(set printing ; Wikipedia to  encyclopædias ; digital cameras to 
analogue cameras ; Facebook to the photo album ; the mobile phone  
to the landline.
When we say now that today we no longer print characters, nor lines, 
but dots, these are the underlying developments. 

#$%$##&%'#&()&*(%&'+ Summing it up brie,y : in deter-
ritorialization, we decomposed an object into di(erentiable proper-
ties. Through sensors, these properties are convertible into electrical 
properties. In a next step, a single-slope converter digitizes these elec-
trical properties. As a result, any event, any change in physical qual-
ities becomes available over the electronic network, anywhere in the 
world, in the form of a sequence of ones and noughts. Independently  
of where and when the respective event happened, and independently of  
  where, when and why interrogation is taking place. This is what is meant, 
when we describe applications derived from it as articulations from  
the wealth of digital logistics.
It all sounds rather general and vague. But using Google, one gets an 
approximate idea of what this wealth of availability might mean. In 
 reality, with every Google search we interrogate the complete explicitly 

!) The physical substance of this new order consists of the data-technical networks with 
their meanwhile more than )"" billion processors and ),""",""" billion links. Cf. e.g. 
Kevin Kelly : www.kk.org, and Ray Kurzweil’s explorations of exponential change : 
http ://www.kurzweilai.net/the-law-of-accelerating-returns.

!! This refers to the potential of a general IT-organized logistics.
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of optical di!erences between image and object, of mechanical di!er-
ences between print and image. On a "atscreen monitor, however, it 
is the di!erential that is constitutive. There are two planes : the con-
crete, visual plane of the printed colour pixels that may mean anything 
but are just pixels, and the plane of the represented shapes, texts, pic-
tures, which do mean something but strictly speaking are nothing. 
Between the two planes—di!ering from the analytic, continuous, and 
the logically linguistic times—no relationship may be assumed in an 
unambiguous fashion on which one might depend. Monitor screens 
with their pixels as well as the image in its quality as di!erential are 
being double-articulated.#$

But how may digital images gain stability, how may they be trusted, if 
no longer thanks to the shadows, the re"ections of analytics, the famili-
ar functions, %gures, elements, categories ? Well, through repetitions, 
through habits, through exercise. One pixel would not be thinkable, 
printable, marketable, %nanceable, without all the other pixels on the 
many appliances, in the various applications. Not without the many 
other related pixel technologies, not without the widespread research 
into semiconductor or polymer doping. The pixel plays on habits, hab-
its play on pixels. The images too actualize themselves on the many 
monitor screens, must constantly be repeated, play out the most diverse 
economic or content contexts, get loaded with meanings. They form 
endless series of nested double-articulations that stabilize, in di!eren-
tiating reiterations, into populations, and may not adequately be viewed 
singly, in the conceptions of identities or similarities.

$%&'()*% We are not really fond of that openness of dif-
ferentials. We %nd it taxing, upsetting. Therefore, physical and electrical 
phenomena are treated, IT-wise, as if they were analytic apparatus. The 
fax machine or mobile phones are such applications. Deterritorialization 
and reterritorialization are being used exclusively for carrying informa-
tion from territory A to territory B, just like a letter by post, without 
modi%cation. The fact that, on the way, all manner of transformations are 
necessary, and many artefacts are produced, is being ignored, or consid-
ered a necessary evil. Nevertheless, the applications emancipate them-
selves as their usage in the new milieu increases, and new habits arise 
rapidly, for which new infrastructures crop up. Mobile telephony and 
Internet telephony such as Skype are good examples. Hardly anyone still 
remembers that an answering machine, a telephone directory or even  
a tari! counter used to be freestanding appliances not very long ago. 

#$ Vilém Flusser, in his Towards a Philosophy of Photography, provides an adequately 
abstract and far-reaching introduction to the challenges of technical images. Vilém 
Flusser. Für eine Philosophie der Fotographie. Edition Flusser vol. &. Andreas Müller-
Pohle, ed. Verlag European Photography, Berlin '()&.

longer in a proportional relationship as was typical for machines, 
nor in a transformatory relationship as typical for apparatus, but in  
a medial relationship typical for applications.#* 

+,-./* &%$01-/&$0,' Before presenting examples of 
printed articulations, let us put our re"ections into the perspective of 
the pres  ent discussions about IT. What seems important to remark is 
 the fact that in most such discourses di!erences are being cultivated 
with a view to establishing—with or against the epistemic propor-
tional order—a diastemic order that is transformable at will. Above, 
following our sun language game, we spoke of projections into the re-
"ections of the paths of the sun shadows. But precisely in this discur-
sive cultivating of an arbitrarily transformable order, the emphasized 
re"ection turns, as referential plane, projective itself. In this projected 
projectivity, we must learn to cultivate di!erentials, so as to %nd a way 
out of distribution, towards a choreostemic order, with, or against, 
the diastemic order of the large centralized apparatus. If we were to 
abstain, in the actual energetic (hereafter to be demonstrated in more 
detail) and logistic wealth, everything would be balanced against ev-
erything. That would mean a global entropic super-machine. The sun 
shadows would projectively be completely illuminated. This is indeed 
the tendency to be observed in the security, control, design, and ex-
pert systems. We also observe medialized projections from the secured 
realms of shade : mass consumption, information overload, climate ca-
tastrophe, proposed philosophic frames of reference, e.g. Wallerstein’s 
World-Systems Analysis, Hardt and Negri’s Multitude : War and De-
mocracy in the Age of Empire, Derrida’s “di!érance”—be they melan-
cholic, agitative, supportive, exigent, whatever. By contrast, choreo-
stemics requires thinking in and with di!erentials, in their operative 
double-articulation of de- and reterritorialization dynamics, just as 
diastemics wants thinking in and with di!erences, and epistemics, 
thinking in and with identities and their proportionalities.

02 $*13'01&/ &%$01-/&$0,'(

$3* 04&5* For a start, let us take a simple application 
that clearly shows the way familiar views are being di!erentialized 
by new technical articulations. A painting has an identity. A photo-
graph, a printed image in a magazine, are expressions of projections, 

#* Computers that are so generally con%gured as here described, are called “embedded 
systems”. Mobile phones, nav devices, washing-machine controls, fuel injections, anti-
blocking systems, digital clocks, or blood-pressure meters are embedded systems. Cur-
rently, an “electronic Lego” known under the name of “Wiring” enjoys an impressive 
success among non-IT folks. It helps even non-experts to build rapidly devices that 
convert physics into code, and code into physics. 

! [)05. 67] 8. 66! [)05. !9] 8. 6#
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Times Roman. This font interprets the code of the letter A, for example, 
into an appropriate, !" x !" bit pattern, which now may be read as the 
familiar letter A. So as to make the letter better legible, one may use a 
higher-resolution, !" x !" x # bit pattern. One point may now be rep-
resented in various grey values, and the outlines are smoothed (anti-
aliased). To increase the size of the letter, the code remains untouched, 
a larger bit-mask for the letter A and the colouring of di$erent points 
on the screen do the trick. There are comparable procedures for graph-
ics, or images, or %lms. And comparable procedures exist for coding and 
rendering sounds and music as well.

$%&'&(%) Here follows an example for actualizing code 
through the movement of a so-called stepper motor. It includes vari-
ous electrical circuits and is so wired that each circuit may position it 
at a certain angle. The motor in the illustration has # circuits any may 
therefore be turned in &'-degree steps. For a clockwise quarter-revo-
lution, for example, switch S( must be opened, and switch S) closed. 
To rotate it anticlockwise, switch S# must be closed instead of S). 
For clockwise rotation, the switches must be closed in the sequence 
S#, S(, S), S!, S#, S( etc. Inversion of the sequence results in anti-
clockwise rotation. Increasing the execution speed of the sequence 
results in faster rotation of the motor ; decreasing it slows it down. It 
is easy to imagine that an appropriate bit sequence may control these 
revolutions, and equally easy to imagine that a speci%c bit sequence 
will bring the motor into a speci%c position, e.g. by moving !)' steps 
clockwise. Stepper motors are used, for example, in printers, where a 
%rst motor activates a platen for moving the paper lengthwise, and a 
second motor moves a print head or a pen crosswise. Thus, every point 
on the paper may speci%cally be accessed and printed on. There are 
hundreds of di$erent printing systems, which are all equipped with 
 x,y-directional kinematics.

*%+%,$ An inkjet printer is equipped with a matrix of 
tiny kinetic semiconductors, so-called piezo crystals that, under electric 
tension, change their shape and are conceived for “spitting”  microscopic 
colour droplets, as tiny dots, onto paper.
It is then up to the so-called printer drivers to position the discontinu-
ous colour dots so that seen from a distance, the natural and familiar 
continuousness of images or script emerges.
Colours are being coded and mixed according to di$erent models. For 
printing, for example, the subtractive model CMYK (cyan, magenta, 
yellow, key [black]) is used, and for monitor screens the additive RGB 
(red, green, blue) model, in accordance with the colour sensitivity of the 
receptors of the human retina. A point of full saturation has the code 
!!!! or )** ; of half saturation, '!!! or !)+ ; of no saturation, '''' or '. 

How then is ! :! transfer from point A to point B coded ? How is the 
processor of a scanner, a fax machine, a printer, a digital camera, or 
a ,at screen monitor coded ? So here comes the typical code for each  
of those devices, in the popular Java “Processing” dialect.)+ 

1 void draw () {
2  PImage b = loadImage(“cloud.jpg”);
3    image(b, 0, 0);
4  for (int x = 0; x < width; x+=10) {  
5   for (int y = 0; y < height; y+=10) {   
6    dPoint (x, y, 10, x+width, y);
7  }}}

8 void dPoint (int x1, int y1, int d, int x2, int y2) {
9  color c = get (x1,y1);
10  fill (c);
11  ellipse (x2, y2, d, d);
12 }

The command draw in line ! starts the image transporter. loadImage de-
%nes the territory of the original. image de%nes the starting point of the 
transfer process. In lines #–", the image is being read point by point, and 
column by column, in !'-unit steps, in x direction in line #, and, nested 
for each position x, the column in y direction (line *), and transport-
ed (line "). In line +, the machine is closed down. For transporting the 
points, there is a separate machine (lines -–!)). In line -, it receives the 
coordinates of the current point. Line & reads the image’s colour value 
from line ) at the current point, which is being stored in line !'. Line 
!! draws a coloured point at the corresponding spot in the target terri-
tory (in this case immediately to the right of the original [cf. x+width in 
line "]). But here any Internet address or any address of a memory card, 
hard disk, TV set, printer or computer may appear. That’s all it takes to 
transfer something from A to B, e.g. an image, as in the above illustration. 

&-. +.&&.$ The American Standard Code for Informa-
tion Interchange (ASCII) was established in !&"- and prevailed in the 
coding of the familiar letters. A, for example, has the ASCII code in its 
%rst --bit version '!'''''! ; B, '!''''!' ; a carriage return, ''''!!'!. 
Each punch on a keyboard generated, in this %rst version, an --bit se-
quence ; such sequences are then packaged, addressed, and sent to their 
recipient, across the electronic networks. For the addressee to be able to 
read it, every letter must be treated, e.g. by rendering it on a computer 
screen. To that end, there are so-called fonts, such as the well-known 

)+ Cf. www.processing.org
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!"" and ########, a medium-grey one’s $#######, or a black one’s 
$$$$$$$$, may be directly translated into the rotation of a brick : 
######## for a %$° rotation, $####### for &"°, and $$$$$$$$ for $°. 
Much of the current zest for bionic systems, be they straightforward 
bio-mimicry, or 'gurative analyses of biologic phenomena motivated 
by it, rests on the simple and inexpensive reproducibility of constructs 
in non-Euclidean mensurational systematics, or “geometries”. Seen 
from the angle of de- and reterritorialization, there is little di(erence 
between the digital photo-print of plants and a bionic architectural 
construction : at most, the type of analysis may di(er a little, and the 
rendering process into concrete physics may be more or less pains-
taking. In none of the cases of such constructions known to us was 
the principle of intuitive apperception abandoned. Hence the frequent 
interest in nature, the organic, materials, the living… A mimicry of the 
idea of energetic growth, hijacked into the tools of competitive struggle 
for attractions.
 

$%&%'() Media façades are a di(erent story : they are not 
so easily renderable into ideologies of naturalization. They use the same 
code all right, to control, for example, the movements of a robot. But 
these façades consist of a matrix of light dots and may therefore hardly 
be interpreted as imitations of energetic growth. Their matrix’s light 
dots are made up of so-called LEDs, light-emitting diodes, semiconduc-
tors doped for emitting photons when put under tension. A light dot is 
composed of di(erently doped LEDs, for the three basic colours red, 
green and blue. Via the data cable, the light dot is being supplied with 
a RGB value. It is (######## $$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$) for intensive red, 
($$$$$$$$ ######## $$$$$$$$) for intensive green, and ($$$$$$$$ 
$$$$$$$$ ########) for intensive blue. Red with "$% brightness has the 
code ($####### $$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$), medium grey ($####### $####### 
$#######). Mixed colours are composed of various combinations of red, 
green and blue. Eight bits per colour, as per our example, yield a total 
of !") x !") x !)" = approx. #) million di(erent colour combinations.
Light dots are laid out, say, in rows of )&. In that case, the row’s code gets 
)& RGB values : ((######## $$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$) ($$$$$$$$ ######## 
$$$$$$$$) …) SYNC. It is being transmitted via the data cable, and the 
processors of the respective light dots each grab their values from the 
proper position in the passing “data train”. The end of the train consists 
of a sign due to which the captured values are being synchronized and 
applied to the brightnesses of the light diodes.
A media façade will be composed, say, of #$!& such light-dot rows. Data 
supply to these rows follows a similar procedure : ((code for row #) (code 
for row !) … (code for row #$!&)) SYNC. The processors of the single 
rows (so-called splitters), at SYNC, pass these data, as per above, to 
their respective light dots.

Correspondingly, a red dot consists of (#### $$$$ $$$$) or (!"", $, $), 
i.e. red in full saturation, green and blue unsaturated ; a medium-grey 
point of ($### $### $###) or (#!*,#!*,#!*) ; a white point of ($$$$ $$$$ 
$$$$) ; a black point of (#### #### ####), etc. 
It is clear that with the availability of such printers (at a price of less 
than a worker hourly wages), which are able to colour paper with #$–!$ 
colour dots per millimetre at will, any—as well as any future—script, 
any drawing, and any image may be printed in whatever combination. 
We do not realize that with an o(set printing machine, or a Linotype, 
this would, if at all, be possible only at considerable cost of handiwork. 
Thus, these modern processes are very successful. Barely a place in a 
city that is not plastered with digital print products. Street signs, name-
plates, advertising, surfaces,  imitations, phantasms…

*+,-+. Instead of a print head, the stepper motors may 
also drive spindles or other tools. There, actualizing code for represen-
tation or rendering is no longer about the precise positioning of points, 
but about the generation of continuous movement. Now, stepper mo-
tors need not be driven sequentially for 'lling columns and lines, but 
synchronously for generating lines or curves. If the motors X and Y 
move at the same speed, i.e. motor X executes a clockwise step pre-
cisely when motor Y does the same, a &"-degree line is generated in the 
direction from the centre towards #+ :+$ hours on a watch-dial. If motor 
X takes two clockwise steps whenever motor Y does one anticlockwise, 
then a #+"-degree line is created, pointing towards #) :+$ hours. If mo-
tor X does two clockwise steps, as motor Y takes one anticlockwise, a 
##!."-degree line appears. Circles require a precise, and precisely timed, 
synchronization  of the two motors.
What used to be done by ruler, compass, and other aids for geometric 
visual construction, has now turned into the algorithmically orches-
trated clocking of motors. Not a kinematic ballet any more. Kinemat-
ics are, as in Bézier curves, being algorithmically imitated. They are 
the products of analytical geometry. Primacy of numbers over geom-
etry. Non-Euclidean geometry was articulated as early as the #%th 
century, or even before. Actual use of these geometries in the render-
ing performed by numerically controlled machines in the machining 
of real materials, i.e. almost direct concrete availability of these geom-
etries, has also enormously boosted architects and designers over the  
past ten years. 

$+/* So as to allow free spatial movement, the code is 
being rendered into radial articulated systems rather than linear axial 
ones. Such machines are primarily used for welding, painting or assem-
bling. Gramazio & Kohler, for example, use a robot for rendering a pixel-
image appearance to a brick wall. A white monitor screen pixel’s code,   
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!nding widespread use in video projectors, on behalf of, by and large, 
doubtfully attractive PowerPoint presentations. Regrettably. 

$%&'( Piezos (as crystals or semiconductors) distort 
when put under current, or they produce current when deformed. Like 
a child on a swing, piezos may be set oscillating by electric impulses, if 
the piezo’s resonance frequency or harmonic frequencies are hit. Such 
frequency is very stable and well reproducible across a considerable 
temperature range, as it issues directly from the piezo’s crystalline 
structure. These resonant circuits are used in IT as Units of Time. The 
frequencies are, for quartz watches "# kHz, for CD ROMs $% MHz, 
for gigabit Ethernet up to &'& MHz. The piezo e(ect was discov-
ered in &))*, but only began to be understood on a microscopic level  
by &+,#.
A piezo may also be used as a microphone, as it deforms under the 
in-uence of sound waves, and produces electric current. With a sec-
ond piezo, this current is broken down into $$,&** segments per sec-
ond. An analogue-digital converter measures the tension of each of 
these segments with &'-bit precision. i.e. '%,%"' di(erent pressure 
levels can be measured $$,&** times per second, and coded. That is 
the mass of code stored on an audio CD, as well as that translated 
with an analogue-digital converter into electric currents during play, 
and transmitted via an ampli!er to a loudspeaker or, well, to a piezo.  
& :& de- and reterritorialization.
Now one might think of using a so-called digital sound processor for 
combining the coded audio information with others. If a piezo were in-
stalled, on the bottom of a cello, every recording would be audible dis-
tortedly in the eigenfrequencies of the instrument. 
But by coding the spectrum of the instrument’s resonant frequencies 
and working it in inverse fashion into the recording, the piezo on the 
instrument’s body would render the recorded sound neutrally. And 
in the same way, a piano may be made to sound like a -ute, a door 
like a window, a man like a woman, my car like a concert hall. Not 
only the tone, but the sound as well may be deterritorialized, into no 
longer audible, discontinuous fragments, and may be reterritorialized 
into any acoustic context, and recombined into concrete, continuous 
 audibilities, i.e. rendered.

)*+,-.*/$ Silver is the optimal electric conductor. Cop-
per, cheaper, is only minimally less so. Therefore it is used in the wiring  
of buildings. Due to its lower weight, aluminium is used for large over-
head power cables. One distinguishes superconductive material, and 
conductive -uids, such as salt water, which however will not be consid-
ered here. Crystalline structures whose conductivity depends on elec-
tric current are of particular interest.

A very simple logistic principle by which city surfaces are being doped 
in terms of energy and IT. Harbingers of the fact that our cities are 
no longer cultivating the idea of divine order, or of energetic-natural 
growth, but that of competing for attractivity. Cities no longer re-
-ect—they shine. 

0-.'+,-$ Then there is another interesting form of 
technical actualization for the same code. A radicalizing extension 
of the above inkjet printer is paper that is not being printed upon, 
but that is rather its own printing device. It works with microscopi-
cally tiny globules that are white on one hemisphere and black on 
the other. They correspond to the pigment of familiar printing ink 
and are placed between two foils that are imprinted lengthwise and 
crosswise with parallel, conducting but transparent strips. One cus-
tomary format includes &*#$ strips x-wise and ,') strips y-wise. 
If, for example, x-oriented strip &#) on the bottom side of the pa-
per is being charged positively, and y-oriented strip '$ on the top 
side negatively, an electromagnetic !eld is created at the paper co-
ordinate (&#), '$), and the globules turn their black half towards 
the positive top-side charge. Inverting the charges results in turning 
!eld (&#), '$) globules’ white side up. By hovering over all rows and 
columns with speci!c tensions, a printed piece of paper is being cre-
ated, with the particularity that the colour pigments may be switched 
again at will, and that this piece of paper can imitate any printed 
and printable paper page. Energy is only being used for rotating the   
globules ; otherwise the printed image is stable.
A paper printer. Or printer paper. Itself a print product. No need for 
printable-upon paper. Very, very cheap. A one-way product. 

).--%-$ Printed micro-mechanics. They are capable 
of tilting microscopic mirrors at very high speed and with precision 
around an axis. Combined by the millions into a !eld, they form a spe-
cial mirror. Strong lamplight is being focused, through a rotating RGB 
!lter, onto that mirror. As one micro-mirror tilts, the overall mirror 
loses its re-ectiveness at this spot. It may lose it for red, green or blue, 
and it may, since it can tilt at very high speed, also lose it only partially 
for red, green or blue. Each of the millions of mirror fragments can 
do it. Simultaneously. The mirror is capable of calling up re-ectively, 
from its discontinuities, any image whatsoever. Its continuous, natural 
re-ection is broken down into invisibly small discontinuities and, for 
each re-ection, getting culturly (“kultürlich” in German, combining 
“kulturell” and “natürlich”) recombined into attractions. Who in the 
land is the fairest of all ? 
This so-called digital mirroring device is being produced by Texas In-
struments and, under the brand name of Digital Light Processing (DLP), 
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problem, interestingly, is the purity of materials and processes. But 
once the process works, these novel materials may be printed like news- 
papers. This is why the new print products, such as CD ROMs, proces-
sors, data storage, !at screen monitors, and, well, light-emitting diodes 
and photovoltaic cells too, go down in price "#% every year, and double 
their range of application every other year.
These developments have two characteristics that are unknown in 
the production of tangibles such as food, handicraft, or machines. For 
one thing, their price is not dependent upon their complexity or the 
number of constructive elements, but exclusively upon the size of 
the print run. Secondly, on the strength of point one, we see expo-
nential, consistently underestimated expansion of the availability of 
print products.$% Doubling of availability every two years means that, 
if today about #.&% of worldwide energy demand is coverable through 
solar technologies, in '( years, i.e. $#$(, the total worldwide energy 
demand, and in $#"$ eight times the world’s demand can be covered 
through solar techniques … provided we want to. Particularly since the 
sun’s power is  equivalent to '#,### times what we need today. Year 
in, year out.
So much for printables. So little, what we actually articulate with it. 
So timorously do we cling to the familiar re!ections of sunlight. Such 
humility within the shadow’s borderlines. So much infuriation over 
 narrowness. So little courage to step out of the shadow.

$ %&'%() *+

A simple intellectual experiment. On the day-side of the earth, 
we install a photovoltaic foil. Over a very long wire, it sends power to 
the night-side, where we connect a light-foil to it. It shines, because it is 
day-time on the other side. '$ hours later, it’s day-time for the light-foil, 
which does not shine, since it’s night-time on the other side. Another 
'$ hours later, the foil is on again, as it’s day-time at the other end … and 
there is always light at this end ! 
Just thanks to two foils and a wire lying about somewhere in the world. 
No more wood-piling and counting winter’s days. No more asking when 
we wish the light to be on, but just when we want it out. Not primarily 
logics, but logistics. No more sureness from to following the sun.
But then, what ? Whence surenesses ?
Prior to script, one relied upon materiality, upon the tangible, direct-
ly knowable. Things were mythical, speech only as true as the person 
whom one knew as speaker. In order to establish certainty over dis-
tances and time, a stick was being broken in two, symbolically, so as to 

$% Cf. e.g. Kevin Kelly : www.kk.org, and Ray Kurzweil’s explorations of exponential 
change : http ://www.kurzweilai.net/the-law-of-accelerating-returns.

Semiconductors conduct in speci)c energy bands, due to a quantum-
mechanical e*ect dependent upon the crystalline or molecular con)gu-
ration of the semiconductor. The semiconductor may, for example, act 
as an insulator at low current, but as a conductor at negative or higher 
current. It is possible to contaminate (dope) the regular structure of a 
semiconductor with foreign atoms. This leads to so-called hole conduc-
tion between the energy bands. Thanks to such targeted contamination, 
the properties of a semiconductor may be considerably extended. As cur-
rent passes through a hole conduction, a photon, i.e. light of some speci)c 
frequency, may be emitted. Light-emitting diodes (LED), or the new !at 
monitor screens (OLED) are based on that principle, as are the lasers 
for reading CDs or DVDs. Or they may, with di*erent doping, heat up or 
deform when current passes through the hole conduction. Or conversely 
emit, when the material is warmed up or deformed, electrons of their 
own, thus generating current. The piezo crystals described above work 
according to this principle. They are used for microphones, loudspeakers, 
or for micro-mechanical construction of  inkjet printer nozzles.
There exists a large library of speci)cally doped semiconductors. The 
majority of sensors for light, brightness, images, temperature, mo-
tion, chemicals, “arti)cial noses” etc., is based on speci)cally  doped 
semiconductors. 

,+,-.( Of particular interest, in a reversal of the light-
emitting diode principle, is transformation of sunlight photons into 
electric current. To this end, a silicon crystal (quadruple bond) is doped 
with boron (triple bond) and phosphorus (quintuple bond) atoms. As a 
photon hits a P atom, the surplus free P electron gets lifted to a higher 
electric potential and )nds temporary, and due to particular semicon-
ductor con)guration, isolated accommodation with a B atom. If via a 
conductor, e.g. a copper cable, self-insulation of the energy bands is 
short-circuited between the B-doped and P-doped areas of the silicon 
lattice, the electrons !ow back to “their” P atoms, and electrical current 
is generated. This is how photovoltaic cells work. 
Simply because we speci)cally contaminated the crystalline structure 
of a particular material, it turns into a power generator as soon as we 
expose it to sunlight. This is fantastic—at once so simple and yet beyond 
our intuitive imagination. Physicists have learned to see this e*ect by 
learning how to deal with mathematics beyond analytical geometry and 
arithmetic, i.e. with numbers that are not intuitively-geometrically rep-
resentable. It is the algebraic treatment of symbols that enables technical 
articulations within the indeterminablenesses of quantum physics—and 
renders materials printable that generate power when exposed to sun-
light. This really is novel thinking and novel articulating beneath the sun. 
In labs, these e*ects have been known for a long time. But only now 
is industrial-scale production about to be mastered, whereby a major 
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strength of their weight, surface, colour or smell. An open page of a book 
we have learned how to weigh, but not yet how to read.
For there is a crucial di!erence between the printed book and the print-
ed foil. The book speaks about the re"ections and continuities of things. 
For this, we dispose of words and notions, of well-trained certainties of 
geometry and logic. Foils, however, open up discontinuities, attractions, 
the shine of things. Few words and notions are at hand for that ; we are 
as yet untrained in dealing with logistics and operationalities.
And all the while, through this culturly system, we are even today 
capable of harvesting #$% of the energy radiated by the sun upon 
each square metre of our territories. Even in deserts and on the  
seas. Deterritorializedly. 
A rarely experienced abundance within reach. On the way to the 
 shining planet. 

#$%&'#()* +),-#$./ 01 23& 204#(/ %#/(5//&%
These summary discussion threads relate to the 

lecture, “Architectonics of Narrative Infrastructures”, 
which was presented by Ludger Hovestadt in the %rst 
Metalithicum Conference and which forms the basis   
of this text. 

A %rst discussion thread developed around a 
certain discrepancy in thinking regarding technol-
ogy. This discrepancy was pointed out by Hovestadt 
as unfolding between the abundant space of pos-
sibility factually posed by technology today, and in 
contrast to that the di!usely constraining “futurist-
realism” way in which our current global problems 
such as water and energy shortage, hunger, popula-
tion growth are discussed in political discourse. What 
lacks in such futurist-realism perspectives, went the 
discussion, is a consideration of the speci%c poten-
tials of information technology. Related, and directly 
opposed to this critique, one contribution considered 
that this IT-abundance in potentials might need to be 
axiomatically constrained, that it might be necessary 
to assume that there is a de%nitive, solution-realistic 

recover, through matching the pieces, the old surenesses of the mythical 
things once one, or one’s descendants, met again.
With the advent of phonetic script, the book replaced the sticks. We 
no longer rely upon things as such, but upon things’ speech, and we 
check them against visibilities, against things’ re"ections under the 
sun, through a combination of geometry and logic. Certainties are be-
ing obtained through what we may hear and see within a range of, say, 
&$ metres. Beyond those &$ metres we cannot hear, and must greatly 
mistrust our seeing : the shimmering of light, the artefacts of lenses. As 
soon as we quit the familiar medium of the air : refractions, di!ractions, 
distortions, before our very noses. Few surenesses on the far side of 
narrow boundaries. When one separates, a book is being written about 
the re"ections of things, in order to recover, through reading the book, 
the old re"ections, on the occasion of one’s, or one’s descendants’, next 
meeting. Everything would be in order. That could be %ne.
And today, with electric writing ? Now our shouting range is plan-
etary. Within the $.' seconds sound takes to travel &$ metres, the 
electric signal takes in the whole globe. Indeed, we are, all of us, any-
time, able to speak to all the others (today, via mobile telephony, to ( 
out of ) billion people anyhow), no matter where we are, and without 
wires. And in actual fact, some of us can talk to whomsoever is will-
ing to listen. What, today, are our surenesses about whom to trust ? 
We discover that the re"ections of the shadows won’t do, that they 
lead to totalitarianisms, that we must grant more attention to the 
shimmering and to refractions, that the re"ections are all right for 
surenesses within hearing range, but not for technically supported 
worldwide ones.
Take winegrowing, in the views and rhythms under the sun that we call 
nature. Every day, we look upon the vineyards on the hills, and up to 
the weather, and we read from it what is to be done. We possess words 
and notions about it, and talk about what is the agenda of the follow-
ing day, or the following year. The wine will turn out great if we are in 
optimal sync with the rhythms under the sun, with what we call nature, 
on the re"ecting planet.
And all the winegrower may possibly harvest thanks to this nature   
is at best $.#% of the solar energy. And only where the ground is fertile. 
Territorialized.
But the same winegrower has planted photovoltaic cells next to his 
vineyard. They are of a di!erent nature. Their signi%cation for us does 
not follow from intuitive rhythms of the sun. They can be measured and 
weighed. And they throw a shadow. They even function in accordance 
with the rhythm of the sun. But it’s like an open book one can’t read.  
It too may be held in hand, weighed, and has measurable shadow out-
lines. But the meaning of the book cannot be apprehended in this way. 
Likewise, the meaning of these printed cells is not discernable on the 
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limit to possibilities that simply ought to be political-
ly “implemented”. But it was also discussed how the 
discrepancy exposed by Hovestadt comes from the 
limits of habitual thinking, which presumes that tech-
nology would, in order to function, depend on a natu-
ral predictability of developments. The reference to 
this familiar thinking would explain why the indicat-
ed global crises are conceived and handled in general 
consciousness as something inevitable, like a force 
of nature—so as not to disturb this habitual trust in 
technologically supported uniformity and stability. In 
contrast, Hovestadt’s presentation presents the per-
spective that predictability was never “natural”, but 
has always, in its conditions, been symbol-technically 
established and econo-politically administrated. The 
discrepancy in thinking about technology, according 
to his view, unfolds from the inadmissibility of the 
assumption of a natural reference system for evalu-
ating the possibilities posed by technology. Generally 
speaking, the discussions focused on how to identify 
an engineering-philosophical perspective from the 
deadlock of a utopian-technistic image of technology 
on the one hand, and a merely  negative-apocalyptic 
image of technology on the other. 

A second discussion thread concerned the concept 
of a pre-speci!c abundance of potentiality, as Hovestadt 
has introduced it, as a political stratagem. As one that 
comes in from the side of engineering, so it was discussed, 
it seems nevertheless able to intervene an unusual way 
in the various political discussions. Other political strat-
agems were distinguished and discussed comparatively, 
such as that of an axiomatically conceived idea of limit-
ing, directed against rampant speculation and the risk  
of hubris, or that of a concrete utopia, in its power- 
analytic and revolution-dynamic aspects. In many such 

political stratagems, technology and its possibility 
space plays a central or even, as a frame set, a refer-
ential role. Usually this possibility space is adminis-
trated by the engineers as experts of what is consid-
ered feasible in a realistic manner. It was discussed 
that in contrast to such a management perspective, 
Hovestadt’s suggestion essentially represents an 
engineering-philosophical one. The notion of abun-
dance in potentiality does not reference a surplus 
or a de!ciency which needs to be “managed”, but 
rather relates to a space of potential that is provided 
by information technology infrastructure as a pre-
speci!c space, and that can be “staged” and “popu-
lated” in many ways. The discussion revolved around 
how such a concept of “wealth-in-potentials” could 
be described in greater detail, from what it can be de-
duced and how it can be qualitatively speci!ed and 
distinguished. Especially, it was of interest how to 
turn away, when considering the idea of abundance, 
from the concept of an “unproductive expenditure” 
suggested by Georges Bataille, and his philosophy 
of excess, to conceive instead something like an 
 extraordinarily productive—a meta-productive—
expenditure. In various suggestions, it was consid-
ered how this concept of abundance could modulate 
the traditional language games of  creativity, work, 
and duplicating or re-production. 

A third line of discussion developed that re-
volved around the necessity of an acculturation of 
this abundance in potentiality. At issue was the 
question of how such potentiality-laden condi-
tions of daily life may be communicated into famili- 
ar ideas. As a central point, there was a discussion 
of the di"culties that arise from the cultural habit 
that language is commonly used as—to quote from 
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the discussion—“a window into the world of things 
being talked about.” This habit makes many assump-
tions that are not adequate for dealing with imag-
ing technology and the use of models as illustrative 
simulations. The big and rather general question, as 
has been highlighted, is how an adequate imagina-
tive-analytical thinking could be characterized and 
 developed, one that can deal with the manifold ways 
of “speaking-by-numbers”.


